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Abstrak
Perkalian pecahan merupakan salah satu operasi pecahan yang cenderung mudah, tetapi justru menjadi masalah bagi mahasiswa. Tidak banyak penelitian sebelumnya yang mengkaji perkalian pecahan dan faktor penyebab terjadinya masalah tersebut pada jenjang perguruan tinggi. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mendeskripsikan faktor penyebab terjadinya masalah ditinjau dari jenis hambatan belajar yang mahasiswa alami. Desain penelitian ini adalah hermeneutics phenomenology. Partisipan dalam penelitian ini adalah 15 mahasiswa usia 18-25 tahun, 7 laki-laki, 8 perempuan, 9 mahasiswa berasal dari jurusan IPA ketika SMA, dan 6 mahasiswa berasal dari jurusan IPS. Peneliti adalah instrumen utama dengan tes perkalian pecahan yang terdiri atas 2 buah soal yang dikembangkan NCTM dan pedoman wawancara yang bersifat semi-structured sebagai instrumen tambahan. Data diolah menggunakan analisis tematik berbantuan NVivo-12 untuk mempermudah proses pengkodingan. Hasil penelitian mengungkapkan bahwa mahasiswa mengalami lebih banyak hambatan belajar pada saat mengerjakan masalah perkalian pecahan yang bersifat non-rutin. Untuk masalah rutin, mahasiswa mengalami hambatan belajar dengan jenis ontogenic obstacle yang bersifat psikologis (tidak hati-hati). Untuk masalah non-rutin, mahasiswa mengalami hambatan belajar dengan jenis epistemological karena jarang mengerjakan soal cerita, serta ontogenic obstacle yang bersifat konseptual dan psikologis.
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Analysis of Student Learning Barriers in Fractional Multiplication: A Hermeneutics Phenomenology Study in Higher Education

Abstract
Multiplication of fractions is one of the operations on fractions that tends to be easy, but it becomes a problem for students. Only a little previous research has examined the multiplication of fractions and the factors that cause this problem at the tertiary level. This study aims to describe the factors that cause problems in terms of the types of learning barriers that students experience. The research design is hermeneutics phenomenology. The participants in this study were 15 students aged 18-25 years, 7 boys and 8 girls, 9 students majoring in natural sciences during high school, and 6 students from social studies majors. The researcher is the main instrument, with a fraction multiplication test consisting of 2 questions developed by NCTM and a semi-structured interview guide as an additional instrument. Data is processed using NVivo-12-assisted thematic analysis to simplify the coding process. The study revealed that students experienced more learning difficulties when working on non-routine fraction multiplication problems. For routine problems, students experience learning difficulties with the type of ontogenic obstacle that is psychological (not careful). For non-routine problems, students experience learning barriers with epistemological types because they rarely work on word problems, as well as ontogenic obstacles that are conceptual and psychological.
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INTRODUCTION

Fraction multiplication is one of the procedures in the learning of fractions that is relatively easy (Purwanti, 2015; Shanty et al., 2011). However, several previous studies revealed that non-routine problems involving fractional multiplication were a problem in learning, including in lectures (Chen et al., 2013; Julie, 2017; Rifandi, 2017). Fraction multiplication is often used during lessons (Isnawan et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2014). Quite a lot of lecture material, both related to advanced mathematics, as well as those related to the world of agriculture that require operations in fractional multiplication (Fehr, 1968; Iulia & Gugoiu, 2006; Singh et al., 2021). Based on the existing problems and the importance of the expansion of fractions for students, conducting research on fractional multiplication studies is essential. It must immediately get attention when the problem is found in the multiplication of the fraction itself. Some previous studies reviewed the multiplication of fractions. However, only a few made universities objects of research studies. Only a few researchers use the hermeneutics phenomenology design to study fractions’ multiplication (Chen et al., 2013; Rifandi, 2017; Shanty et al., 2011).

In research conducted by Son and Lee (2016), despite using students as participants, the research design could be more precise. The study results revealed that some participants experienced problems in terms of being unable to change daily life problems involving fractions into mathematical statements and appropriate visual representations. Research conducted by Ekawati et al. (2022) uses students in schools as participants and uses case study designs as research designs. The study revealed that some participants needed to change the form of non-routine problems that involved the multiplication of fractions into an appropriate mathematical model. Likewise, Bharaj et al. (2021) research uses grade 5 elementary school students as participants and uses research designs that still need to be clarified in the study. One of the conclusions of the research activity is that some participants use strategies or understanding of integers when multiplying fractions and directly use addition and subtraction operations when finding non-routine problems that should involve fractional multiplication operations.

The hermeneutics phenomenology design is preferred because it tends to be relevant to be used in studying a group of people (students) about the phenomenon (fraction) (Isnawan et al., 2022; Ramezanzadeh et al., 2016). The results of this study are expected to provide an overview of external factors that cause students to experience problems in fractional multiplication. By knowing these factors, the lecturer is expected to provide alternative solutions or lecture designs under these causative factors so that learning carried out in class can minimize the learning barriers that students experience. Therefore, this study aims to describe the types of learning barriers experienced by students in fractional multiplication using the hermeneutics phenomenology design.

METHOD

The approach in this study is qualitative, with the type of research being hermeneutics phenomenology. Hermeneutics Phenomenology was chosen because this study seeks to study students’ experiences in solving problems related to the multiplication of fractions (Isnawan et al., 2022; Keshavarz, 2020; Ramezanzadeh et al., 2016; Stephenson et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2009). This research was conducted from September 2022 to February 2023 at a private university in West Nusa Tenggara Province, Indonesia. Participants in this study were fifteen students from three study programs. Five students came from the Mathematics Education Study Program, seven from the Agrotechnology Study Program, and three from the Food Technology Study Program. The three study programs were chosen because the three study programs studied mathematics as a compulsory course during lectures. The description of the participant biodata is as follows: The age range of 18 to 25 years; 7 people are male, the rest are female; 9 people majored in science during high school, and the rest majored in social studies. The technique of determining the participants used purposive sampling. The technique was chosen because it was adapted to the purpose of this study, which was to determine the types of learning barriers students experienced. These students were chosen because there were indications of experiencing learning difficulties in multiplying fractions.
The procedure in this study is the determination of research instruments, granting test instruments to participants, analysis of student answer sheets, student interviews, and analysis of research data. The main instruments in this study are researchers with fractional multiplication test instruments and interview guidelines as additional instruments. The test instrument was taken from the questions developed by NCTM (NCTM, 2014). Figure 1 provides examples of test questions classified as routine problems, and Figure 2 presents examples of questions classified as non-routine problems.

![Figure 1. Problem Number 1 (Routine Problems in Fractions) (NCTM, 2014, p. 19)](image1)

![Figure 2. Problem Number 2 (Non-Routine Problems in Fraction Multiplication) (NCTM, 2014, p. 19)](image2)

The data in this study were then analyzed using Nvivo-12 thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is used because it is more systematic with the following steps: familiarizing with data (repeatedly reading data), determining the initial code, forming themes, reviewing themes, and naming or defining themes (Alhojailan & Ibrahim, 2012; Finkelstein et al., 2019; Nowell et al., 2017). NVIVO-12 facilitates the coding process when determining the initial code and forming an appropriate theme (Dalkin et al., 2020; Paulus et al., 2015; Wilk et al., 2019). This study uses triangulation of data sources (confirming students’ answers with other students) and triangulation of methods (test results are confirmed by conducting in-depth interviews) to strengthen trustworthiness findings in research (Heale & Forbes, 2013; Olsen, 2004). This study also prioritizes research ethics by ensuring that all participants have agreed to provide the required data, do not include the original identity of the participants, and display data only for scientific purposes (Dooly et al., 2017; Esposito, 2012).

### RESULTS

**The initial code of learning obstacles that students experience in fraction multiplication**

After analyzing the student answer sheet, information related to the description of the Initial Code (IC) formed for problem number 1 can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC1_1</td>
<td>No obstacles.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1_2</td>
<td>Mistaken in carrying out multiplication procedures (using the distribution procedure).</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1_3</td>
<td>Mistaken in simplifying fractions.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1_4</td>
<td>Mistaken in the multiplication of the denominator.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1_5</td>
<td>There is no sign of “per” during the process of working.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that IC1_1 is the initial code that dominates for problem number 1. In other words, students are indicated not to experience learning barriers when working on routine problems on mathematical multiplication. The initial code description of learning obstacles for problem number 2 can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Description of the IC of Student Learning Barriers for Problem Number 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC2_1</td>
<td>Wrong in making mathematical modeling (reduction model).</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_2</td>
<td>Mistaken in making mathematical modeling (division model).</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_3</td>
<td>Mistaken in converting fractions into decimal form.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_4</td>
<td>Mistaken in working on the procedure for reducing fractions (using</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiplication procedures).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_5</td>
<td>Doubt.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_6</td>
<td>Equates the distribution and multiplication procedure.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_7</td>
<td>Cannot make mathematical modeling (just writing what is known).</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_8</td>
<td>Mistaken in quoting fractions.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_9</td>
<td>Cannot make mathematical modeling (percentage method).</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_10</td>
<td>Wrong in making mathematical modeling (addition model).</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_11</td>
<td>Added the number “2” for the first fraction and denominator, adding the</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number “4” for the second fraction and denominator.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_12</td>
<td>Wrong in carrying out the procedure for the addition of fractions (adding</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>up the Peling with the Peling and Minker with the denominator).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2_13</td>
<td>Cannot Make Math Modeling (Recognizing the two known fractions).</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wrong in making mathematical modeling (reduction model) becomes the most dominant IC on problem number 2. Snipped One of the results of student work that forms IC2_1 can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Footage of One of the Student Jobs on IC2_1](image)

The description of the learning barriers students experience in the multiplication of fractions.

After determining the IC, the next step is to determine the theme, review the theme, and name or define the theme. The description of the name or definition of themes for problem number 1 can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Description of the Theme of Student Learning Resistance for Problem Number 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1_1</td>
<td>No Obstacles.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1_2</td>
<td>Mistaken in carrying out multiplication procedures for fractions.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1_3</td>
<td>Obstacles related to prerequisite material.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1_4</td>
<td>Not Be careful.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T1_1 in table 3 formed from IC1_1, T1_2 comes from IC1_2, T1_3 formed from IC1_3 and IC1_4, and T1_4 comes from IC1_5. The themes formed in problem number 1 then concluded that some students did not experience obstacles when solving routine problems in fraction multiplication. When several students were interviewed and asked to redo problem number 1, students were able to do the problem correctly. A snippet of one student’s answer to T1_1 can be seen in Figure 2.
When some students who were wrong in carrying out multiplication procedures were interviewed more in-depth, information was obtained that the student was able to carry out fractional multiplication procedures. After confirming the results with the answer sheet, some students revealed that they tend to rush in working so that the written results do not match what they should. The excerpt of the results of the interview of researchers with several students can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4. Examples of Researchers’ Interviews with Students for Problem Number 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Are you aware of the mistake in your answer sheet for problem number 1? | S1: Now I just realized, sir.  
S2: Gosh, wrong, sir. |
| In which part are you wrong? | S1: I should multiply the remake with the removal and the denominator with the denominator.  
S2: That is, sir, I use the distribution method, sir. The multiplication should be multiplied by the top and the bottom with the bottom. |

The results of interviews of several students in table 4 are the same as those of several other students who experienced obstacles with the initial code IC1_4 and IC1_5. The results of interviews with the two students revealed that students tend to need to be more careful when working on problem 1. Based on the results of this interview, it can be concluded that for problem number 1, students are indicated to experience one type of learning obstacle, namely t1_4 (not careful). This conclusion is based on the results of interviews that confirm that T1_4 is also formed by T1_2 and T1_3.

Table 5 then shows the description of the theme for problem number 2. The theme in Table 5 is the theme formed from the initial code that is in Table 2.

Table 5. Description of the Theme of Student Resistance for Problem Number 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2_1</td>
<td>Mistaken in making mathematical modeling.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2_2</td>
<td>Cannot Procedure in Operating Fractions.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2_3</td>
<td>Obstacles related to prerequisite material.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2_4</td>
<td>Cannot make mathematical modeling.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2_5</td>
<td>Doubt.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The T2_1 in problem number 2 comes from IC2_1, IC2_2, and IC2_3. T2_2 is formed from IC2_4, IC2_6, IC2_11, and IC2_12. T2_3 comes from IC2_3 and IC2_8. While T2_4 comes from IC2_7, IC2_9, and IC2_13.

Furthermore, interviews with several students were conducted to confirm the themes formed in Table 5. Based on the interviews with several students who formed the T2_1 and T2_4 themes, information was obtained that students needed help understanding the meaning of the questions. It is
because students rarely answer problems that contain story questions. Table 6 shows excerpts of interviews between researchers and students regarding these two themes.

### Table 6. Snippets of Interviews by Researchers with Students for T2_1 and T2_4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you understand the meaning of question number 2?</td>
<td>S3: Anu sir, we are asked to share a pizza.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then how do you do it?</td>
<td>S4: I do not understand, sir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you often work on word problems in math?</td>
<td>S3: I will share the fractions that you know, sir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4: I am just going to equate the fractions, sir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3: Rarely, sir. What I remember is only answering questions about numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4: Often, sir, but not too often either. The teacher usually gives questions about the numbers, sir.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After analyzing the results of the interviews, information was obtained that students were indicated to be unable and wrong in making mathematical modeling because students rarely worked on word problems in mathematics. As for the themes T2_2 and T2_3, the students needed to remember some prerequisite procedures and materials in operating fractions (information was obtained during the interviews). As for the T2_5 theme, students revealed that students were unsure about the correct answer, so they wrote down two alternative answers on the answer sheet. Based on the results of the interviews, it was indicated that they experienced several learning barriers, such as rarely working on word problems in mathematics, really could not understand the prerequisite material for operating fractions, and needed clarification on their answers (problem 2).

## DISCUSSION

Based on the description of the results of previous research, information was obtained that students were indicated to experience learning obstacles in the form of being careless when working on problem number 1. If it is associated with a theory related to the type of learning obstacles (Brousseau, 2002; Suryadi, 2019b, 2019a), it is concluded that the types of learning barriers students experience for problem number 1 are ontogenic obstacles that are psychological. It is because the mistakes students experience when working on problem number 1 are that they tend to be more careful when working on it so that the process and results are correct. Students can do the problem well when asked to do it more calmly. These results are then in line with the theory which reveals that psychological or emotional calm is one of the determinants of success in a lesson, including caution when studying and working on problems (Baylor et al., 1999; Cohen & Sherman, 2014; Critcher & Dunning, 2015; Gulevska & Atanasoska, 2015; Ioannidou & Konstantikaki, 2008; Purnamayanthi et al., 2022; Reskina & Kartini, 2022; Yulika et al., 2019).

The results of this study then strengthen previous research (Fauzi & Suryadi, 2020; Isnawan, 2022; S. K. Rohmah, 2019; Ulfa et al., 2021), which revealed that students tend to experience learning barriers with ontogenic obstacles which are psychological types. In other words, learning barriers with the psychological ontogenic obstacle type are experienced by students at the elementary and secondary school levels and the tertiary level.

In connection with problem number 2, if it is associated with theories related to types of learning barriers, students in this study are indicated to experience several types of learning barriers:

1. Students are indicated to experience learning barriers with the type of epistemological obstacle because students have limited ways of learning fractions at school. Students know they rarely work on or get word problems when learning fractions or mathematics (Table 6).
2. Students are indicated to experience learning difficulties with conceptual ontogenic obstacles. It is because students need a greater understanding of the concepts or prerequisite material needed to learn multiplication of fractions (Table 5).
3. Students are indicated to experience learning barriers with ontogenic obstacles, which are psychological because students tend to have doubts in making decisions regarding the procedures or results that are selected and used when answering questions or learning (Table 5).
Furthermore, the results of this study reinforce several previous studies. These researchers reveal that conceptual and psychological barriers to learning are epistemological and ontogenic obstacles. Not only experienced by students at the elementary and secondary school levels but also at the tertiary level (Aksoy & Yazlik, 2017; Maelasari & Junpri, 2017; Makanye & Khanyile, 2015; Malone & Fuchs, 2016; M. Rohmah & Sutiarso, 2018; Safriani et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2020). Epistemological obstacles, if left unchecked, will result in other learning barriers (Aebi & Linde, 2015; Daut Siagian et al., 2022; Moru, 2007). Therefore, educators, both teachers and lecturers, must be able to provide learning to students in order to be able to minimize these obstacles. Some examples of what lecturers can do are compiling didactic designs or teaching materials in lectures with various contexts, familiarizing students with solving everyday life problems in learning, and providing an epistemic learning flow by utilizing the steps of didactic situations in learning. These steps include are: action-formulation situations (students solve problems in their way), validation (students discuss to determine what solutions, concepts, or procedures are found from problems), and institutionalization (students use solutions, concepts, or procedures obtained in situations or contexts that are different from previous learning activities) (Brousseau, 2002; Suryadi, 2019b, 2019a).

There are several things that lecturers can do to minimize learning barriers with ontogenic obstacles that are psychological, namely: integrating ICT in lecture activities, such as using the quizizz platform to attract students’ interest in learning; providing problems that challenge students’ logical thinking; provide several learning videos that can illustrate the benefits of the material being studied; as well as asking students to re-check the process and work results in learning. Meanwhile, one of the things that lecturers can do to strengthen student prerequisite material is to give quizizz to students, which contains some prerequisite material and reinforcement at the beginning of learning activities (Isnawan, 2022).

Finally, when comparing the learning barriers experienced by students in problem number 1 and problem number 2, it is obtained that information indicates that students experience more learning difficulties in problem 2. In other words, students tend to have more difficulty solving non-routine problems (stories or everyday life) rather than routine matters. It is because students need to understand the intent of the problems given (according to the results of the interviews in Table 6). The results of this study are then in line with the theory which reveals that the ability to understand questions, including literacy skills, is an ability that supports one’s success in solving problems in mathematics (Bolstad, 2019; Genc & Erbas, 2019; Umbara & Suryadi, 2019). The results of this study are then in line with the previous, which revealed that non-routine problems are more complex problems for students or students than routine problems in learning mathematics (Johar & Lubis, 2018; Powell et al., 2020; Saygili, 2017; Shin & Bryant, 2017; Upu et al., 2022). Getting students used to interacting with non-routine problems in lectures is an alternative so that students get used to solving these non-routine problems.

CONCLUSION

Based on previous research and discussion results, students experience more learning difficulties when solving non-routine fraction multiplication problems than routine fraction multiplication problems. It is because it is indicated that students need help understanding the meaning of non-routine problems correctly, so they are constrained when solving them. Students in this study indicated that they experienced learning difficulties with an ontogenic psychological obstacle type for problem number 1 (a routine problem in multiplying fractions). These obstacles form students need to be more careful. In addition, this study indicates that students have experienced epistemological, conceptual, and psychological ontogenic obstacles (a non-routine problem in multiplying fractions). The epistemological obstacle students experienced in this study in the form of students rarely getting or working on word problems while studying mathematics at school. Students experienced conceptual ontogenic obstacles in multiplying fractions, like needing to be corrected in equivalent fractions and corrected in converting fractions into decimal form. While the learning barriers that are classified as ontogenic and psychological obstacles are students who hesitate when using specific procedures in solving non-routine problems in multiplying fractions.
This study then recommends using various forms of lecture design in order to be able to minimize the learning barriers that have been described previously. Some recommended lecture design characteristics are: integrating ICT (quizizz and learning videos); familiarizing students with answering or solving non-routine problems in lectures; using epistemic learning steps; and providing practice questions that challenge students’ mindsets during lectures. As for subsequent research, this research recommends that the results be used as a basis for lecturers in compiling didactic designs or teaching materials in mathematics lectures, especially those related to rational numbers. It is intended so that the learning design created by the lecturer can be more in line with the characteristics of the types of student learning barriers and be able to be a solution in minimizing these learning barriers.
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